
WRITING AN ARTIST STATEMENT ARTWORK

GYST submission policies, examples of artist statements, and writing tips are found . In a binder at the front of the
gallery with your rÃ©sumÃ©, list of artworks, and.

What sets your work apart from other work being made that appears to be similar? First things first: What is
an artist statement? The more jargon used the more the work appears insecure. Artist statement basics
Suddenly, you have a bunch of words describing your art. The artist statement serves as a "vital link of
communication between you [the artist], and the rest of the world. If your art follows in the footsteps of
minimalism, could you describe it as quiet? The online forms will take care of that for you. It may sometimes
be displayed when people are viewing your works in person or on your website. I recommend looking for
inspiration online or in the art theory books gathering dust on your shelves. Along the same lines, do NOT
handwrite your statement. They want to hear your voiceâ€”not that of some formulaic art-jargon robot. Would
you like to be updated with our latest articles and gallery events? Bio: Often a short description of your career
as an artist and your major accomplishments. If you are reading Derrida as an essential reference to your new
work, definitely say that. Download How to Conclude an Artist Statement An artist statement overall provides
clear and simple context without the use complex terminology. Share what your art means to you and what is
special about your creative process. Otherwise, skip it. We need to talk about ideas and concepts, and we need
terms that represent them. Also, ask them what they feel and see when they view your art. These tips are just
some of what art experts commonly suggest in writing an artist statement. Have someone else read it for typos.


